Origo A200 & A100 Alcohol Stoves

Built-In Alcohol Stoves With Electric Ignition

Origo A200 with glass lid
(left) and A100 (above)

Round off a perfect day on the water with an Origo A100 or A200 built-in
alcohol stove with electric ignition.

Key Benefits
■	Built-in

Origo A200 double-burner and A100 single-burner stoves are designed for easy built-in
installation. Both units feature 12V ignition, so there is no need for matches or a lighter.
The stainless-steel surface simplifies cleaning and guarantees durability.

12V lighter eliminates need for
matches or a lighter.

■	Significantly

smaller than competing
models means more counter space.

■	Brings

Origo alcohol stoves are easy to fill. Each alcohol-fueled container holds 40 oz.

34 oz. (1 liter) of water to a boil in
10 minutes.

(1.2 liters) of alcohol fuel. Pour the fuel into the container where it is absorbed by the

■	Easy-to-clean

non-flammable material inside. A full container provides about four-and-a-half hours of

■	New

cooking time at the maximum setting, or about 10 hours at normal setting before refilling

■	Pressure-free

is required.
Origo units are environmentally friendly and extremely safe. The denatured
alcohol-fuel is a clean and renewable energy source, and eliminates the need for fuel
lines or gas bottles that could leak or explode. The stainless-steel alcohol fuel containers
will not leak if deformed by impact or if turned upside down.
Just like cooking at home. Light the burner and adjust the flame with the regulator
knob. The flame diffuser spreads the heat over the base of the burner pan, giving 7,000
BTU/hr. (2,000 watts) at full heat. These Origo units can bring 34 oz. (1 liter) of water to a
boil in 10 minutes. It’s as efficient as cooking with gas, yet much safer and cleaner.
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stainless-steel surface.

styling is simple and easy to use.

alcohol offers a safe way to
cook on board.

■	Easy

installation – just two screws
required.

■	Available

with or without glass lid.

Technical Specifications for Origo A200 & A100 Alcohol Stoves
Model

No. of
Burners

Cooking Power(1)
(BTU/hr/Watts)

Fuel

Unit Dimensions (in/mm)

Alcohol-Fuel Container
Capacity (oz/liters)

Height

Width

Depth

Cut-Out Dimensions (in/mm)
Height

Width

Depth

Origo A200

2

Alcohol

7,000/2,000

40.0/1.2

6.31/160

19.69/500

14.38/365

5.94/150

19.13/485

13.38/340

Origo A100

1

Alcohol

7,000/2,000

40.0/1.2

6.31/160

10.63/270

14.38/365

5.94/150

10.06/255

13.38/340

Notes:
(1)

Cooking time approx. 4.5 hours at maximum setting and 10 hours at normal setting.

Accessories for Origo A200 & A100

Smart Fuel

Pot Holders

Glass Lids

Dometic provides denatured alcohol
(methylated spirits) fuel which burns with no
odor or soot deposits. Alcohol fuel is used
in combination with Origo’s fuel containers
(shown above).

Origo pot holders fit into pre-made holes and
clamp your pots and pans securely to the top
of your Origo stove. They are easy to adjust
and prevent pots from shifting or falling.

Equip your Origo stove with an elegant
cover in black toughened glass. Fitted with
self-locking hinges at the rear edge, they are
available for single- and double-burner units.
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Specifications and availability subject to change without notice.
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